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Abstrat
Classial Floyd-Warshall algorithm is used to solve all-pairs shortest
path problem on a direted graph. The lassial algorithm runs in O (V 3)
time where V represents the number of nodes. Here we have modied
the algorithm and proposed a quantum algorithm analogous to Floyd-
Warshall algorithm whih exploits the superposition priniple and runs in
O (V log2V )time.
As silion based tehnology is approahing saturation, the alternative propos-
als like DNA omputing and quantum omputing are drawing more and more
attention of the sienti ommunity. A onsiderable amount of researh on
quantum omputer is already done [1-12 and referenes there in℄. We have
very nie proposals for onstrution of quantum gates [2-3℄, implementation of
quantum ryptography [4-5℄, quantum teleportation [6℄ et. In 1994, Peter Shor
disovered a polynomial time quantum algorithm for fatorisation [9℄. Just af-
ter two years, Lov Grover disovered a searh algorithm whih is quadratially
better than onventional searh. We have some other quantum algorithms [11
and referenes there in℄ whih are supposed to run faster than their lassial
ounter part. But basially, in a broad sense there exist three dierent quan-
tum algorithms e.g. Deutsh-Josza algorithm [10℄ (whih is a generalization of
the Deutsh algorithm) to nd out whether a funtion is onstant or balaned,
Shor's algorithm [9℄ and Grover's algorithm [8℄. All other existing algorithms
are some way or other variation of these algorithms. Reently Peter Shor has
niely explained the reason why the number of quantum algorithms is so small
[12℄. Keeping this in view, here we have tried to propose a new quantum ounter
part of modied lassial Floyd-Warshall algorithm.
Grover's algorithm and Shor's algorithm have got muh more attention than
the DJ algorithm beause of their potential appliations in fast database searh
and breaking of RSA ryptographi ode by fast fatorization. Therefore, any
quantum algorithm whih runs faster than lassial ounter part and whih have
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potential appliation in real life is important and interesting. It is an interest-
ing uriosity to note that all these algorithms essentially exploit superposition
priniple to establish its advantage over their lassial ounter part. In the
present work we have also exploited superposition priniple to write a quantum
version of the modied lassial Floyd-Warshall algorithm. The lassial Floyd-
Warshall (FW) algorithm is used to nd out the shortest path between any two
nodes in the graph G having V nodes[13℄. In the present work we have modied
the existing lassial algorithm and have generalized that for a quantum imple-
mentation. The lassial algorithm runs in O (V 3) time whereas the proposed
quantum algorithm runs in O (V log2V )time. Thus the advantage of quantum
algorithm inreases with the inrease in number of nodes V. In the next se-
tion we will desribe lassial Floyd-Warshall algorithm and its modiation.
In setion 2 we disus the quantum FW algorithm and setion 3 is dediated to
omplexity analysis of the proposed algorithm and onlusions.
1 The lassial Floyd-Warshall algorithm
Let G be a graph with V nodes and E edges. The lassial FW algorithm is used
to nd out the shortest path between any two nodes in the graph. The weight
on eah edge an represent any funtion that we are interested in minimizing (or
maximizing). One of the best real life examples of FW algorithm is the situation
in whih one has to nd out least fare between any 2 ities and one an take as
many stoppages as he wants. A C ode for the lassial FW algorithm is given
below to show that lassially we need three 'for loops' varying from 0 to V-1
in steps of 1, in order to minimize the funtion of our interest and that leads to
a time omplexity O (V 3)
// post initialization of dist[℄[℄
for( k=0;k<V;k++)
{
for(i=0;i<V;i++)
{
for(j=0;j<V;j++)
{
if ( dist [i℄[j℄ > dist[i℄[k℄ + dist[k℄[j℄ )
{
dist[i℄[j℄=dist[i℄[k℄+dist[k℄[j℄ ;
pred[i℄[j℄=k ;
}
}
}
}
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1.1 Key Observations
1. Observation 1: If dist[i℄[j℄ is assumed to be positive then whenever
dist[i℄[j℄ is modied/updated to a new (lesser) value all the indies i,j,k
will be dierent or in other words no 2 of i,j,k will be same when an up-
date on dist[i℄[j℄ will be taken plae
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Proof:
Case 1: dist[i℄[j℄ is modied only if RHS of below equation has lesser value
than urrent LHS value
dist[i][j] = dist[i][k] + dist[k][j]
If k=i then we will get
dist[i][j] = dist[i][i] + dist[i][j]
assuming dist[i℄[i℄>=0 and thus no update/modiation is possible. Sim-
ilarly we an reah to the same onlusion for the other ases (i.e., k=j
follows similarly and i=j is trivial).
2. Observation 2: For a partiular value of k, one dist[i℄[j℄ is modied/updated
it will never appear on the right hand side of
dist[i][j] = dist[i][k] + dist[k][j]
for the same value of k.
Proof by redutio ad absurdum:
for k=k1,suppose dist[i1℄[j1℄ is modied i.e i=i1 and j=j1 and dist[i1℄[j1℄
appears on right hand side of expression : dist[i℄[j℄=dist[i℄[k℄+dist[k℄[j℄ for
same value of k(k=k1)
Case 1: if dist[i℄[k℄=dist[i℄[j1℄
giving k=j1 [but this is not possible as k=k1 and aording to the obser-
vation 1 k1 6= j1 ℄
Case 2: if dist[k℄[j℄=dist[i1℄[j1℄
giving k=i1[but this is not possible as k=k1 and as per observation (1)
i1 6= j1℄
1.2 The Modied FW Algorithm
The seond observation an be exploited to onstrut a modied FW algorithm.
The modied algorithm is suh that it an easily be implemented in the quantum
domain and by using the advantage of superposition priniple the run-time
omplexity of the algorithm an be improved.
For eah value of k, we will onstrut a new dist[i℄[j℄ (for all i & j), i.e. dist[i℄[j℄
will now beome 3 dimensional with new dimension along k as dist[k℄[i℄[j℄.
1
Intrinsi assumption is that dist[i℄[j℄ is always positive(>=0). This means negative weigh-
tage is not inluded. There exist analogous lassial algorithm whih onsider negative weights.
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Ideally, only dist[k-1℄[i℄[j℄ is required to update urrent opy dist[k℄[i℄[j℄.
Thus, the third dimension requires only 2 values. The (k mod 2) funtion
will help us to alternately aess either dist[0℄[i℄[j℄ or dist[1℄[i℄[j℄ with either one
alternating between old and urrent dist[i℄[j℄. This is the essential idea behind
our modied algorithm whih an be written in a C program as
1.2.1 C ode for the Modied FW Algorithm
// post initialization of dist[℄[℄
for (k=0; k<n; k++)
{
for (i=0; i<n; i++)
{
for (j=0; j<n; j++)
{
dist[(k+1)%2℄[i℄[j℄=MIN(dist[(k+1)%2℄[i℄[j℄,(dist[k%2℄[i℄[k℄+dist[k%2℄[k℄[j℄));
}
}
}
The above modied ode is tested for various datasets and it is found to
produe orret results. The advantage of the modied ode over the existing
ode is that it an be exploited to take the advantage of superposition priniple
while we write a quantum ounter part of the same
2 The Quantum FW Algorithm
The basi trik of the proposed quantum algorithm is the observation that a for
loop an be replaed by a suitable number of Hadamard gates with neessary
number of qubits. For example, we an use n Hadamard gates operating on n
input qubits to produe an equal superposition of 2n states and this superposi-
tion of states an replae a for loop whih runs from i=0 to i=2n in steps of 1
[for (i = 0; i < V ; i++), V = 2n℄.
There exist a major dierene between a lassial for loop and a quantum
superposition. The loop is sequential whereas the Hadamard superposition is
parallel in nature. Therefore, we an not replae those for loops for whih it is
essential to exeute the statements inside the loop in sequene only. But the
other loops an be replaed. Notie that in the modied FW algorithm, the
innermost loops of i & j an be replaed by Hadamard gates with appropriate
input qubits as parallel exeution does not aet the logial end result.
The quantum FW algorithm works in following steps:
1. A n bit register ontains all qubits in state | 0 > (This register represents
k)
2. The algorithm starts with 2n qubits in state |0 >. They are subdivided
into two sets of n qubit eah prepared in state |0 > (i.e. we are starting
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with |0 >⊗n ⊗ |0 >⊗n) and Hadamard transform is used to put the
omputer in the following equal superposition state
|Ψ >= |i > ⊗ |j >= 1√
n
Σn−1
x=0
|x > ⊗ 1√
n
Σn−1
y=0
|y >
3. Now the ORACLE is queried to get :
d0 = dist [( k+1) mod 2℄[ | i >℄[ | j > ℄
d1= dist [ k mod 2℄[ | i >℄[ k ℄
d2= dist [ k mod 2℄[ k ℄[ | j > ℄
dist[℄[℄[℄ denotes the funtion that we wish to minimize. It is 3 dimensional
as argued above and d0, d1, d2 denote qubit registers used to store query
results. Their size depends upon the funtion that we wish to minimize
(or maximize). d0,d1,d2,d3(later) should be large enough to store the
maximum possible sum of all funtion values.
4. d3 is omputed via d3=d1+d2
5. IF d3 < d0 then goto step 6 else goto step 7
6. Update
dist [ k mod 2℄[ | i >℄[ | j > ℄ = d3
pred [ | i > ℄[ | j > ℄ = k
pred[|i>℄[|>j℄ is used to store the node that onnets the shortest path
between i & j so that this information an be used to reonstrut the
shortest path afterwards. pred[i℄[j℄ does not require a third dimension
sine dist[k℄[i℄[j℄ is modied only one for eah value of k for a partiular
i and j pair.
7. IF k = V -1 STOP else inrement k and goto step 2.
3 Conlusions
The outer loop on k has omplexity O(V ). The inner Hadamard gate operations
to reate superposition has omplexity O (n)where n = log2(V ). Thus, the
overall omplexity of algorithm is O (V log2V ) as opposed to lassial omplexity
of O (V 3). From the present omplexity analysis it is very lear that when the
number of node V is large then quantum FW algorithm will be more faster
than its lassial algorithm. Like Shor's algorithm [9℄ and Grover algorithm
[8℄ the present algorithm do have appliability in real life and that's why its
very important. Its importane also lies in the fat that the FW algorithm uses
dynami programming tehnique to nd the shortest path between any two
nodes in a graphial network. The proposed quantum algorithm an therefore
be applied probably to many other dynami programming problems with minor
modiations.
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